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2ABSTRACT 
Several studies have shown that adults integrate visual and haptic information (and 
information from other modalities) in a statistically optimal fashion, weighting each 
sense according to its reliability. To date no studies have investigated when this 
capacity for cross-modal integration develops. Here we show that prior to eight 
years of age, integration of visual and haptic spatial information is far from optimal, 
with either vision or touch dominating totally, even in conditions where the 
dominant sense is far less precise than the other (assessed by discrimination 
thresholds). For size discrimination, haptic information dominates in determining 
both perceived size and discrimination thresholds, while for orientation 
discrimination vision dominates. By eight-ten years, the integration becomes 
statistically optimal, like adults. We suggest that during development, perceptual 
systems require constant recalibration, for which cross-sensory comparison is 
important. Using one sense to calibrate the other precludes useful combination of 
the two sources.  
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3Mammalian sensory systems are not mature at birth, but become increasingly refined as 
the animal develops. In humans, some properties, like visual contrast sensitivity, acuity, 
and binocular vision reach near-adult levels within the first year of life1, as do some basic 
tactile tasks2; while other attributes, like form3 and motion perception4, 5 and visual or 
haptic recognition of a 3D object6, continue to develop through the school years until 8-
14 years of age. As no single information-processing system can perceive optimally 
under all conditions, integration of multiple sources of sensory information can make 
perception far more robust7. Many recent studies8, 9 have demonstrated the capacity of 
human observers to integrate information across various senses in a statistically optimal 
(sometimes termed “Bayesian”) fashion, where greater weight is given to the sense 
carrying the more reliable information under any particular condition. Importantly, 
performance in the multimodal condition is always better than in either single modality.  
At what age do children start to integrate sensory signals to obtain a more robust 
perception, and is this integration optimal? Here we investigate visual-haptic integration 
in young (5-10 year-old) children, for two representative tasks: size and orientation 
discrimination. The results show that before 8 years of age there is little integration for 
either task. However, the pattern of results for the two tasks was quite different: for the 
size discrimination the haptic sense dominated in young children, while for orientation, 
vision dominated. In neither case did the combined presentation improve performance.  
The size discrimination task was a low-technology, child-friendly adaptation of 
Ernst and Banks’8 technique, where subjects were required to discriminate the height of 
physical blocks on the basis of visual, haptic or visuo-haptic information (see Fig. 1A).
As this technique differed in some respects to the more standard virtual reality 
techniques, we first validated it with adults to demonstrate that optimal cross-modal 
integration did occur under these conditions. The results (reported in Sup. Mat., along 
with detailed illustration and description of the stimuli) were very similar to those 
obtained by Ernst and Banks8: with various levels of visual stimulus degradation (via 
image blur), perceived size of visual-haptic stimuli followed closely the maximum 
likelihood estimate (MLE) predictions and, most importantly, the thresholds for dual-
modality presentation were lower than either visual or haptic thresholds, the main 
signature for cross-modal integration.  
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4 We then proceeded to measure haptic, visual and bimodal visuo-haptic size 
discrimination in 5-10 year-old children.   Children were presented two successive 
stimuli and asked to judge in two-alterative forced choice which was the taller (guessing 
if unsure). For the visual and haptic trials, one stimulus (randomly first or second) was 
the standard, always 55 mm high, and the other the probe, of variable height between 48 
and 62 mm. The proportion of trials where the probe was judged taller than the standard 
was computed for each probe height, and were well fitted by cumulative Gaussian 
functions (Figs. 1B&C).   The mean of the fitted Gaussian estimates the point of 
subjective equality (PSE), near zero for all uni-modal conditions, showing there was no 
bias in perceived size of probes and tests. The standard deviation (inverse slope) of the 
curves estimates discrimination thresholds. In these two example subjects, the steeper 
curves for the visual discriminations shows that visual thresholds were slightly lower than 
haptic thresholds, and that for both senses, thresholds for the 10 year-old were lower than 
for the 5 year-old. The red and green symbols of Fig. 1D show how average haptic and 
visual thresholds varied with age. For both senses, thresholds improved by about 30% 
over this age range, and at all ages haptic thresholds are about twice visual thresholds.
We also measured size discrimination in a dual-modality condition, where both 
visual and haptic information were provided, in conflict: the standard now comprised 
visual and haptic blocks of different heights, the visual block 55+ǻ mm and the haptic 
block 55–ǻ mm (ǻ = 0 or ±3 mm). In the probe the visual and haptic stimuli varied 
congruently, again between 48 and  62 mm. Despite the visuo-haptic conflict of the 
standard, the blocks appeared as one single stimulus; no adult or child ever noticed the 
conflict, even when specifically questioned. Fig. 2 shows for four children sample 
psychometric functions for the dual-modality measurements.. The pattern of results for 
the 10 year-old (Fig. 2A) was very much like those for the adult (Sup. Mat.): negative 
values of ǻ caused the curves to shift leftwards, positive values caused it to shift 
rightwards. That is to say the curves followed the visual standard, suggesting that visual 
information was dominating the match. This is consistent with the MLE model (indicated 
by color-coded arrows below abscissae) , that computes a weighted average of the visual 
and haptic stimuli, with weights inversely related to precision threshold measured 
separately each single-modality: the visual judgment was more precise, and should 
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5therefore dominate (see Sup. Mat. for details of calculation). For the 5 year-old (Fig. 2B), 
however, the results were dramatically different: the psychometric functions for the dual-
modality presentation shifted in the direction opposite to that of the 10 year-old, 
following the bias of the haptic stimulus. The MLE predictions are similar for both the 
10 and 5 year-olds, as for both children visual thresholds were much lower than and 
haptic thresholds, so the visual stimuli should dominate. This does occur for the 10 year 
old, but for the 5 year old the reverse holds, with the haptic standard dominating the 
match. These results were representative of all the children we tested (shown in Sup. Mat. 
and summarized in Fig. 3).   
The dark blue symbols of Fig. 1D show how the average dual-modality thresholds 
vary with age, to examine multi-sensory improvement in performance (the signature of 
cross-modal integration). The light-blue symbols show the thresholds predicted from the 
MLE model (ref8 and eq. 3 of Sup. Mat.). The predicted improvement is strongest in 
conditions where the single-modality thresholds are most similar, such as the visually 
blurred condition for adults (right hand point: details in Sup. Mat.). Here the dual-
modality thresholds were significantly lower than visual thresholds (t(2) = 9.76, 
p = 0.005 (one-tailed)), and statistically indistinguishable from the predicted values 
(t(2) = 0.61, p = 0.60 (two-tailed)). For the unblurred condition for adults and older 
children, the cross-modal thresholds were close to the best single-modality condition 
(vision), as was the MLE prediction. For the five year-olds, however, the dual-modality 
thresholds were as high as the haptic thresholds (t(7) = 1.13, p =0.28 (two-tailed)), not 
only much higher than the MLE predictions (t(7) = 4.76, p<0.05 (one-tailed)), but twice 
the best single-modality (visual) thresholds (t(7) = 4.07, p<0.05 (one-tailed)). This 
reinforces the PSE data in showing that these young children do not integrate cross-
modally in a way that benefits perceptual discrimination.  
In order to ascertain whether the haptic dominance was a general phenomenon, or 
specific to size judgments, we repeated the series of experiments with another spatial 
task, orientation discrimination; a very basic visual task which could in principle be 
computed by neural hardware of primary visual cortex10. The procedure was similar to 
the size discrimination task, again using a simple, low-technology technique (Fig. 1E; see 
Sup. Mat. for full details and adult validation). Figs F&G show examples of psychometric 
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6functions for visual and haptic discriminations. As for the size judgments, the PSEs are 
near zero, and under these conditions (oblique standard), the visual and haptic thresholds 
of both the 10 and 5 year-old were similar to each other. Figs. 1F&G  show sample 
psychometric functions for the dual-modality measurements for a 5 and 8 year-old child. 
As with the size judgments, the pattern of results for the 8 year-old was very much like 
those for the adult, with the functions of the three different conflicts (fig.2C) falling very 
much together, as predicted from the single modality thresholds by the MLE model 
(arrows under abscissae). Again, however, the pattern of results for the 5 year-old was 
quite different (fig.2D). Although the MLE model predicts similar curves for the three 
conflict conditions, the psychometric functions followed very closely the visual standards 
(indicated by the arrows above the graphs), the exact opposite pattern to that observed for 
size discrimination.  
Fig. 1H shows how average thresholds varied with age. As with size 
discrimination, uni-modal thresholds decreased with age, but more so, a factor of four for 
haptic and five for visual thresholds over the age range. The dual-modality thresholds and 
MLE-predictions are shown by the dark- and light-blue symbols. For adults, dual-
modality thresholds were lower than visual thresholds (marginally significant: 
t(2) = 2.59, p =0.06 (one-tailed)), and statistically indistinguishable from the predicted 
values (t(2) = 0.71, p =.54 (two-tailed)), while for five year-olds they remain significantly 
higher than the predictions (t(19) = 2.60, p=0.01 (one-tailed)). Again the thresholds 
reinforce the PSE data in showing that these young children do not integrate cross-
modally in a way that benefits perceptual discrimination.   
 To examine further the development of visuo-haptic integration, Fig. 3 reports 
PSEs for all children of all ages for the three conflict conditions, for both size and 
orientation discriminations, plotted as a function of the MLE predictions from single-
modality discrimination-thresholds (eq. 1 & 2 Sup. Mat.). If the MLE prediction held, the 
data should fall along the black dotted equality line. For adults, this was clearly so, for 
both size and orientation. However, at 5 years of age the story was quite different. For the 
size discriminations, not only do the measured PSEs not follow the MLE predictions, but 
they run in the orthogonal direction. The data for the six-year-olds similarly do not follow 
the prediction, but there is a tendency for the data to be more scattered rather than 
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7ordered orthogonal to the prediction line. By eight years of age the data begin to follow 
the prediction, and by ten fall along it well, similar to the adult pattern of results. For 
orientation judgments, the MLE model predicts less variation with ǻ (as the visual and 
haptic thresholds were more similar): but the 5 year-old data vary over the whole range, 
as they follow the orientation of the visual standards, and by eight years of age the data 
begin to follow the prediction, and nearly perfect for the adults.
 Fig. 4 summarizes how visuo-haptic integration develops with age. Fig. 4A plots 
the amount of variance in PSEs explained by three models, MLE, visual and haptic 
dominance. For adults the MLE model accounts well for both size and orientation 
matches, with R2 always in excess of 0.7. Visual dominance also explains well the 
unblurred data (as is to be expected), but when all three blur conditions are considered 
only the MLE model was better than the mean. For five year-olds, however, only the 
haptic-dominance model was better than the mean for size judgments, and vision-
dominance for orientation judgments. For both tasks, the MLE predictions improved with 
age to become similar to adults at 8 or 10 years. Fig. 4B tells a similar story, plotting the 
development of theoretical and observed visual and haptic weights: violet symbols show 
the theoretical MLE-predicted weights (eq. 2 of Sup. Mat.), and the black symbols the 
actual weights that were applied for the judgments, calculated from the PSE vs conflict 
functions (eq 6 of Sup. Mat.). For both size and orientation, the theoretical haptic weights 
are fairly constant over age, around 0.2 – 0.3 (implying visual weights of 0.7 – 0.8) for 
size and 0.4 – 0.5 (visual weights of 0.5 – 0.6) for orientation. However, the haptic 
weights necessary to predict the 5 year-old PSE data are 0.6 – 0.8, far, far greater than the 
prediction, implying that these young children give far more weight to touch for size 
judgments than is optimal, as predicted by their discrimination precision. For orientation 
the reverse holds. Visual weights necessary to predict the 5 year-old PSE data were near 
unity, implying a total visual dominance. As distinct from size judgments, young children 
base orientation judgments almost entirely on visual information.  
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8Discussion  
The results of this study show that before 8 years of age, children do not integrate visual 
and haptic spatial information. Rather one or the other sense dominates, irrespective of its 
reliability (as assessed by discrimination thresholds). However, there is no evidence that 
either vision or touch acts as a “gold standard”, always dominating the other. For size 
discrimination, haptic information dominated in determining not only the perceived 
height, but also in determining thresholds (a loser take all strategy). This is consistent 
with ideas going back to Berkeley11 that “touch educates vision”. But the second 
experiment did not confirm this trend: for orientation discriminations vision dominated in 
conditions where vision and haptic information should be weighted roughly equally.
 At first sight our results may seem to be at variance with many studies showing 
that young children and even infants possess a variety of multi-sensory abilities12.
However, most of these studies do not measure integration per se, but the capacity to 
compare information from different senses. Other studies have demonstrated age-
dependent sensory dominance in size-matching, that varies with age up to about twelve, 
generally with vision dominating young children13-15 but not always16. However, these 
experiments also did not study integration by bimodal presentation, but relied on cross-
modal matching, a quite different technique. Furthermore, as thresholds were not 
measured in their particular conditions, it is difficult to know whether the dominance was 
predicted by MLE or not. 
 Physiological studies in cat and monkey also point to delayed development of 
cross-modal integration. In adult animals, many neurons in the deep layers of superior 
colliculus show strong, super-linear integration of auditory and visual information17.
However, the integration-enhanced response is not present in young animals, but 
develops later, after the unimodal visual and auditory properties are completely mature18, 
19. This has also been demonstrated in a recent psychophysical study20, showing late 
development of integration in humans, well after the unimodal orienting response is well 
established. 8-10 month-old infants showed significant decreases in response times in 
orientating towards dual-modality compared with single- modality visuo-auditory 
sources, whereas younger infants showed no dual-modality decrease in latency (above 
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9probability-summation predictions). However, although the integration develops late 
compared with the orienting response, this simple audio-visual integration develops far 
earlier than the cross-sensory integration of this study. This is interesting, as it suggests 
that children, even infants, do have the capacity to integrate across modalities; whether 
they integrate or not seems to depend on the task: there is clear evidence for cross-modal 
integration for a simple orientating response, while for spatial discriminations of size and 
orientation, integration does not occur. As different modalities, and indeed different tasks 
within each modality, develop at different rates, it is to be expected that maturation of 
cross-modal integration should also be task-dependent, only developing after both 
relevant modalities are mature.  
 Why should cross-sensory integration of spatial information develop so late? One 
possibility is that sensory systems involved with spatial perception must recalibrate 
continuously during development, to take into account physical growth, such as 
lengthening limbs and digits (affecting haptic judgments and average viewing height), 
inter-ocular separation (affecting stereoscopic depth), and eye-ball length (affecting 
retinal size). It is possible that for the developing child calibration is more important than 
optimizing perception by integration: and if sensory information is integrated, one sense 
cannot be used to calibrate the other. In addition, the rate of physical growth can vary 
between sensory systems, causing problems for integration. 
But why should haptic information dominate size discriminations and visual 
information orientation discriminations? Orientation is a primary visual quality that can 
be gleaned directly from the retinal image, without correction for viewing distance or 
other variables. Indeed, one of the characterizing properties of neurons in primary visual 
cortex of primates is their selectivity to orientation10, 21. However, for haptic 
discrimination this information is not encoded directly, but needs to be recovered from 
the pattern of stimulation of sensor array. It therefore seems sensible that the more direct 
visual information be used for calibration; when in conflict, it will dominate. For the size 
discrimination, however, the reverse holds true. For vision, size in external world 
dimensions is not given directly, but needs to be computed from information about not 
only the retinal extent of stimulation, but also the distance of the object from the eyes, 
and its slant. For haptic judgments, the information is more direct, coming from the 
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position of the digits (this will of course require long term calibration, but in the short 
term may be more stable). Therefore for these judgments the more appropriate calibrator 
is the haptic system, so it should dominate when there is conflict.
 So it may be that during development information from different senses is used to 
calibrate and fine-tune other senses. The direct haptic size information may assist the 
visual system in calculating size, from estimates of retinal extent and distance estimates. 
This would be consistent with old22 and more recent23 evidence that children below the 
age of nine have difficulty with size constancy, underestimating the size of distant 
objects. On the other hand, orientation judgments, basic to vision, may in some way 
instruct the haptic system to derive them from the spatial patterning of sensory response. 
On this view, size and orientation should not be dominated by the more precise 
information, as the MLE model suggests, but by the more direct and robust source of 
information, even if this source is less precise in a simple discrimination task. And if the 
various senses are required for cross calibration, they cannot be combined to increase 
precision.
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Figure captions 
Figure 1
Illustrations of stimuli, sample psychometric functions. A&E Illustration of the 
experimental setup for size and orientation discrimination (see Sup. Mat. for more details 
and movie). B, C, F & G Sample psychometric functions showing visual (green symbol) 
and haptic (red symbol) discrimination of  size (B&C) and orientation (F&G) 
discrimination for four representative children: SB age 10.2 (B); DV age 5.5 (C); AR age 
8.7 (E); GF age 5.7 (F). The mean of the curves (50% point) estimates the point of 
subjective equality and the standard deviation the threshold. D&H. Average thresholds 
(geometric average) for haptic (red symbols), visual (green) and visuo-haptic (dark blue) 
size and orientation discrimination, together with the average MLE predictions (light 
blue), as a function of age. The predictions were calculated individually for each subject, 
then averaged. The tick labeled “blur” shows thresholds for visual stimuli blurred by a 
translucent screen 19 cm from the blocks (see Sup. Mat.). Error bars here and Fig. C are 
±1 SEM. 
Figure 2
Example psychometric functions of four children, with various degrees of cross-modal 
conflict. A & B size discriminations: SB age 10.2 (A); DV age 5.5 (B); C&D orientation 
discrimination: AR age 8.7 (E); GF age 5.7 (F). The lower color-coded arrows show the 
MLE predictions, calculated from threshold measurements (eq. 1 Sup. Mat.). The black 
dashed horizontal lines show the 50% performance point, intersecting with the curves at 
their PSE (shown by short vertical bars). The upper color-coded arrows indicate the size 
of the haptic standard in the size condition (B&C) and the orientation of visual standard 
in the orientation condition (E&F). The older children generally follow the adult pattern, 
while the 5 year-olds were dominated by haptic information for the size task, and visual 
information for the orientation task.  
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Figure 3
Summary data showing PSEs for all subjects for all conflict conditions, plotted against 
the predictions, for size (A) and orientation (b) discriminations (see Sup. Mat. for more 
details). Different colors refer to different subjects within each age group. The symbol 
shapes refer to the level of cross-sensory conflict (ǻ): squares 3 mm or 4˚; circles –3 mm 
or –4˚; upright triangles 0; diamonds 2 mm; inverted triangles –2 mm. Closed symbols 
refer to the no-blur condition for the size judgments, and vertical orientation judgments; 
open symbols to modest blur (screen at 19 cm) or oblique orientations; cross in symbols 
to heavy blur (screen at 39 cm).  
Figure 4
A. Proportion of variance (R2) of the PSE data (Fig. 3) explained by three models: haptic 
dominance (red symbols), visual dominance (green symbols) and MLE prediction (light 
blue symbols). A value of 1 means that all the variance was explained by the model, 0 
that the model performed as well as the mean, and less than 0 that it performed worse 
than the mean (see eq. 7 of Sup. Mat.). Values less than –1 were clipped for graphical 
representation (some were as low as –8). The tick labeled “blur” shows the fit to all adult 
data, unblurred and with the two different levels of blur (see Sup. Mat.) – otherwise the 
visual stimuli were unblurred. B. Haptic and visual weights for the size and orientation 
discrimination, derived from thresholds via the MLE model (eq. 3 of Sup. Mat.: violet 
circles) or from PSE values (eq. 6 of Sup. Mat.: black squares). Weights were calculated 
individually for each subject, then averaged. After 8-10 years the two estimates converge, 
suggesting that the system is integrating in a statistically optimal manner.  
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